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A Note on the Longest Path Problem

Eiichi TANAKA* and Tamotsu KAsAI*

( Received Nove'mber 15 , 1969 )

  The loop-free longest path problem in graph theory is of practical importance in
operations research problems. In this paper an algebraic systern fit for the analysis of this

problem is proposed and the analysis is carried out with the aid of this algebra.

  The application of the algebra to this problem leads us to various results of significance,

such as, (1) it is able to clarify that, from the mathematical point of view, the loop-free

longest path problem may be regarded as a class of communication system problems, ･(2)

diakoptical formulae for this problem can be derived, which are extremely effective for the

analysis of large scale systems.

1. Introduction

   The loop-free longest paths in graphs play an important role in operations

research problems related to scheduling, critical paths and project networks.

But, as far as authors know, the research on the method of determination of

the loop-free longest path can not be found except that canied out by
Y.C.Chen and O.Wing. Perhaps, such a state must be resulted from the fact

that, on the graph-theoretic basis, the analysis of the loop-free }ongest paths

could be executed in the similar way that of the shortest paths on which
several methods were proposed by many researchers2"9). Formerly, one of the

authers studied an algebraic theory of network-theoretical problems which

arise in communication systems, that is, problem of reliability, maximum

capacity, the shortest paths, the most reliable paths, the maximum capacity

paths, and of connectivity9). Comparing with the graph-theoretic method, the

analysis on algebraic bases has several merits. First, it is suitab}e for the use of

a digital computer because a digital computer does not a]ways fit for memo-

rizing and treating graphs. Second, it enab]es us to express all problems by

the same-type formulae. Third, diakoptical formulae for large scale systems

can be derived in refined forms, and these serve for reducing computation

time. In the present situation of the research on the loop-free longest paths,

it should never be worthless to point out the possibility of an algebraic treat-

ment of this problem.

2. The Longest Path Problem and Algebraic System

   Let ei
imposed on

be an element of a graph, ai be the physical quantity (distance)

 ei and ai=(ei , ai) be acomposite quantity. An algebra as the
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mathematics for expressing and analysing the longest path problem can be

defined by the following axioms;

   (1) Operations Y and X satisfying the following postulates are defined

      between elements of{ai} .

    1･ ai7 ai --' ai7ai, aiXqi=aiAai,
    2･ ai 7 (ai 7 ak)=(ai7 by)7 ak', ai X (fy X ak)=(aiX by)Xak,

    3･ ai 7 (aixqi)= ai, ai x (ai7 qi )= ai,
    4･ ai 7 (by X ak)=(ai7 ai)X(ai7 akJ, ai X (by7 ak) : (ai X by)7(aiX ak),

    5. ai7ai --- ai, 'aiX ai -- ai,
   6. H a., aO , for Vai, such that

          ai7ao= ai, ai 7 aO=aO, aiX a.= ai, aiX aO=aO

(2) Operations V and A satisfying the following postulates are defined

   between elements of{ai} .

  1. aiV tli=dy Vai, aiA qi =aiAai-,
  2. ai V (ai V ak ) = (ai V ce )V aE, ai A (qi Aak) =( ai･ A cij ) A ak,

  3. aiV (qiAan)=(q Vqf]VY<aiV aD, ai A (ai Vak)= (ai A ai)V (ai A ak ),

  5. aiA(aiVqi)= aiV`zi,
  6. HaO,ao for V ai such that

       ai V ao = ai, aiV aO= aO, aiAa. = ai, aiAaO = aO

(3) There exist following relations between aP,a.,eO,e.,i ,andao.

  1. ( ei, ai --- aO)= aO (ei, ai --. a.) = a.

  2. ( G = eO, ai) = aO, ( ei -- e., ai) = ao

   Axioms (1) are these of a distributive lattice. Let A and B be nxn
matrices over a distributive lattice. We define

      (Ll) A7B=[ aij ]7 [ bij ] =[ ci,･ ] ;ctr = aij 7bii

          AXB=[ aij ]X [bii ] =[cii･ ] ;cij =aij Xbij

      (L2) AA B =[ aij bA[ bii･ ]=[ cii･ ];cij =X (ak 7bkj')

   The following properties, most of which will be usefu1 in the sequel, are

derived immediately from the definitions:

      (L3) Operations 7 and X on matrices satisfy commutative, associative,

          absorptive, distributive and idempotent laws similar to (1) 1. r'- 5.

      (L4) Operation A on matrices satisfies an associative law.

      (L5) AA (BX C) = (A AB)X (A A C) ,

                      (AXB)AC=(AAC)X(BAC)
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   We call the algebra satisfying axioms (2) "Algebra Bi" tentatively. LetA

and B be nxn matrices over Algebra Bi. We define

      (Al) AVB=[ aij ]v[ bij ]=[ cij ] ; ov = aijVbij

           AAB=[ av ]A[ bij ]=[ ov ] ; ew =aijAbij

                                       n      (A2) AAB=[ aij ]A[ bij ]=[ cii ] ; cij = A (tak VLhkj)

                                      k=1
   The fo11owing properties are derived from above definitions.

      (A3) Operations V and A on matrices satisfy commutative, associative,

          and distributive laws. A A (A V B) = A.
      (A4) Operation A on matrices satisfies an associative law.

      (A5) AA (BAC) = (A AB)A(A A C) ,

                     (A AB) A C= (A A C)A (B A C)

   Definition 1. A polynomial f is said to be the canonical form if it is

written in the following form;

    f=( ?.?P aT, ) )t ( ?.fr cLo, ) )t ･-･ ?t ( lr.' aTi)

   Definition 2. ai is said to be the norm of ai and denoted by ai= ll aill . The

norm ofa polynomial f is defined as follows.

    Ilf ll = ll ( 7a aa, )x( 7bafii )x -･ x( 7d. a6,) 11

           at bl dt        ---- ( Yaai )A( Yafii )A ･- A( Yaei ).

           I1,l                         l
Here, it is assumed that (7" a.i ),･･･ ,(g aei ) are irreducible.

                    Ii
   From the definition of norm Lemma 1 is easily derived.
   Lemma 1. Il fiXf2 X ･･･ Xfn ll = 11 fi IlAll f2 llA･･･ All f. Il .

   In the case that all the diagonal elements of matrix A(A) are ao (aQ),

A(A) is denoted by .A(.A ) or [.aij]([.aij]). Let a polynomial fij have its

element ai replaced by ai andtheoperations 7 and X by V and A,
respectively, and let ni denote the resulting polinomial.

As it is well known, there is the following theorem with regards to a matrix

over a distributive lattice.
   Theorem 2ii).[. ail･ ]MA= [. aij '](m+i)A

where [.aii] is an nxn matrix and m is an integer not larger than n-1.
   Lemma3. If ilfii ll=7iijr ,then II [.fij ]M"ll=[ 11.fii ll]M"=[..lzi ]MA

PrOOf･ ll [･ fil'  ]pMqAH= ll k,;.}k.'-i( fpki 7fkik2 7 '" 7fkm..iq ) ll

                    = k,･, C)"k. -(, jibki V lt ik2 V "' 'V fkm-i q )

                    = [･ jiij ]pMq4

   After this, we put G VG = ag +q , dy A dy " ,mx (q, cv )=q Tag ,

                  ao " O, and ae= oo.
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3. Analysis of the Loop-Free Longest Path

   Let cig denotethe distance assigned to an element eij in a graph, and dii

its respective composite quantity. Then the terminal loop-free longest distance

matrix [ Llij ] can be obtained by the following theorem.

   Theorem 4. [l]1ij, ]= il [. dii ]M" tl =[ ". dMi."il]

                                    1                MA             .dij ] type operations the norm is defined in the form of   Proof. For[
irreducible path expressionsii).Therefore, we can obtain the maximal sum of

the distances of the elements which form a loop-free path.
   Let dli･ MA be ij entry of[ (Gi ]MA.If a graph is loop-free directed, dij MAis

always loop-free without applying absorptive laws. Therefore, the relation
,Il d2iL",il,il?,hsO.ldSif l:eg",C,eshbK., ?.e.MpM-f,a,,3 d):･,e,,gte,td, th,. [ n, ] - [. cly ]m" .

   We define the determinants ll. dii･ ll(l. dly l) of [. dii ]([･ ali ])by

     ILdij II = ll X( dihi 7 d2h2 7 '" 7dnhn ) ll

     Idij' i= A( dfiti V d2h2 V '" Vdnhn )

where the operations X and A are taken over all permutations (hi , h2 , ･･･ , hn )

of( 1, 2, ... ,n ). In order to find desired results by using determinants, we

employ the following formula.
   Theorem 6. Ller = ll*Llijf 11 .

where *Dij･ i's the cofactor of dii in Il.dii ll.

   Lemma 7. In the case of a loop-free directed graph, Lhij = eeLlij .

where *Qij is the cofactor of ctii inLdti 1･

   Network-theoretical problems of communication systems have n variables

polynomial representations similar to a boolean function in switching circuit

theory, and also have the problem in this paper its polynomial representation.

   Theorem 8. Dij ( di, di, "', c4i )

                  = {d, + th ( O, d,, -, dh )}T lby ( oo, c(,, ･-, dh ).

   Lemma 9. bl ( di, di, '", cin )

                  = T {Dij ( Yei, Ye2, '" , Yen )+( £ clkek )}

   where dkek =dk for kk =.O,and (ttek =O for yek =eo.

   The loop-free longest' paths can be found effectively by calculating the
path expression ofdijMA by means of diakoptical analysisiO) and then obtaining

their norms. By Lemma 5, it is possible to carry out diakoptical method merely

by operating on coefficients ( distances ) when a graph is loop-free directed.

   Theorem 1O In the case of a loop-free directed graph,

    [Dii' ]= [( T[ Sng4 )T [. 2Y]]m.A

             A    [Di ]= (sN)Gil A (.mdMm)A(.2;),-GT[.i]
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where the equations are metric expressions of corresponding equations in

reference 10 and operations are carried oqt in accordance with Algebra Bi .

Moreover, the subscript d attached to M is to indicate that the matrix is

written in metric form.

   Finding partial solutions by means of diakoptical analysis is similar to

finding the entire solutions. In particular, when a graph is loop-free directed,

it is possible to find partial solutions merely through operations on coefficients.

   Theorem 11 In the case ofaloop-free directed graph,

                                    tN,    E Dij' ]gnt.g-.=( ZrpMp )gmil, A(.mdM"bEri.rA (.S'T' Jilg,

    tD ii l g) g} = (.SIAM " lhg) v, A (md MM )v,v,A (.liil. M'V" )n gh T (.'i'" M'Vpt)g, g-.

where the equations are metric expressions of corresponding equations in
reference lO and the operations are carried out in accordance with Algebra Bi .

4. Conclusions

   It is clear that, from mathematical points of view, the longest path problem

may be regarded as a class of network-theoretical problems of communication

systems ( or combinatorial network problems ). But, on the contrary to
expectations, the longest path problem and the shortest path problem are

neither dual nor isomorphic, mathematically. For instance, the applicable

range of Lemma 5, Lemma 7, Theorem 10 and Theorem 1l is narrower than
that of the corresponding formulae for the shortest path problem.
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